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PRIVACY AND THE BOUNDARIES OF FABLIAU IN THE MILLER'S TALE BY THOMAS J. FARRELL
Most Old French fabliaux construct a private universe, one where society's concerns and well-being are subordinated to the satisfaction of some character's personal desires, even those of "the basest instinctual aspects of the psyche."' Characters act for their own interests, and the genre rewards most generously those who do so most imaginatively. The genre's two chief narrative topoisexual triumph and physical battery-do not provide a realistic depiction of the fabric of life so much as powerful metaphors for private vengeance or domination: in fabliaux, sex occurs outside the social institution of marriage, and quite often as an extramarital attack on the institution; violence almost inevitably privileges individual vindictiveness (or whim) over social order. The typical setting is also private, since fabliau plots repeatedly demand small hiding places-tubs, closets, rafters, chests, cupboards, nooks-and of course beds. These loci circumscribe or limit the action, and also dictate that the typical larger settings be relatively crowded middle-class houses rather than the spacious halls and wide forests of romance. The root, etymological meaning of privacy identifies the household as the essentially private domain: Roman civil law gave society no authority over it. 2 The fabliaux develop this principle to an ultimate degree: characters are fully empowered to manipulate private space to their own advantage. 3 The genre's insistence upon the private-the personal, the selfish, the secret, the hidden-has been noticed before, although not The Miller's Tale creates and sustains an atmosphere of privacy in several ways, ranging from Nicholas's mastery of "deerne love"
(3200) to the isolation of its central characters in separate tubs. But a single reference to privacy has absorbed critical attention almost
wholly.
An housbonde shal nat been inquisityf
Of Goddes pryvetee, nor of his wyf.
(3163-64) This is an extraordinarily fertile couplet, but the tale's penchant for words denoting privacy is not at all local.'0 "Pryvete," "privy," and "prively" occur more commonly in this tale than in any other on the pilgrimage, about eight times more commonly than in the Knight's Christ. 24 The effect of the symmetry is certainly poetically satisfying, although the carver's private reaction to the sin committed against him keeps the "justice" from being "apert." Moreover, the carver will, even after the castration, have the hapless priest beaten and extract a ransom of fifteen pounds from him. Thus the action we find poetically just was apparently insufficient to make the fableor feel that he had carried out his project. The fabliau treats whatever kind of justice the tale contains as inessential, and emphasizes instead gleeful savagery and insistent vengeance. In short, we need to recognize that "poetic justice" is not a medieval concept. The phrase was first used about seventeenth century neoclassical tragedy, and can be applied to medieval texts only anachronistically.
Careful scholarship has continued to use it, if at all, only in quota- This Nicholas was risen for to pisse, And thoughte he wolde amenden al the jape.
He sholde kisse his ers er that he scape. As we know from the Reeve's Tale, pissing is also a common enough element in the fabliau, as it well might be, being in more than one sense a "privy" matter. 33 Nicholas believes that this bit of private business has put him in position to "amenden al the jape," to "excel [or] surpass" (MED, "amenden" v. 9) what has already occurred. But "amenden" can also mean "to punish (a misdeed)" (v. 13), and both senses of the word are operating. Nicholas is unable to fulfill his vow that Absolon shall "kisse his ers er that he scape" (3800), although the effete dandy will suffer a more fitting punishment. Nor is it likely that Nicholas will think the jape to have been amended much by Absolon's contribution to it, the red-hot ("private" n., sense f) could be used in reference to the anus, the vagina, the uterus, and the penis (in either its sexual or excretory function), either singly or in various combinations; Chaucer exploits that range of meaning fully. He also uses the common homonym "pryvee," meaning "privy" (CT, VL.527).
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This content downloaded from 152. The Miller's narration is designed to make "apertness" seem undesirable and pointless to the same degree that the Knight's narration impugned "pryvetee."
The same reversal characterizes narrative technique. To clarify the structure of his tale, the Knight repeatedly "pigeonholes" his narrative in a manner reminiscent of interlaced romance, even though its straightforward structure hardly demands such readers' aids.
Up to the ancle foghte they in hir blood. 
